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"I've been to many lectures and it sure is easy to tell when the lecturer is coming
from a place of experience. Eric presents solid working material with some great
twists and wonderful routines that have obviously been honed by years of real
shows in front of real audiences."
- Murray Hatfield

"I Love Eric's Magic- Incredible spirit, amazing magic and wonderful
presentations - Eric Bedard continues to elevate and advance the Art of Magic!"
- Shawn Farquhar

"ERIC IS THE REAL DEAL - his work is flawless and his show is incredibly smart
- the fact it packs so small yet can play to a 1500 seat audience or an intimate
audience of 30 is the ideal act."
- Paul Romhany

"Whenever I need to pull out all the stops, I can always count on Eric Bedard to
blow our clients away. Whether in Canada, the US, or Paris to New York, Eric
has performed at some of the most luxurious venues, Hollywood Celebrity events
and Red Carpet Galas on the planet. We have relied on Eric to entertain some of
our biggest Corporate Clients and many of the Top Celebrities in the World.
Thanks Eric for over 25 years of Jaw Dropping World Class Magic."
- Michael Ravenhill, CEO The David Foster Foundation

"That is messed up - your magic makes me crazy - absolutely unbelievable!"
- Brian McKnight

"Eric Bedard is the Master of all Magicians... he warped my mind, what fun!"
- Josh Groban

"I would love to give you a quote, but it is hard to verbalize screams! My most
favorite magician in the World! I can not believe what happened in my hands."
- Kelly Levesque

"What happened in my hands is not possible! I loved Eric's Magic."
- Pamela Anderson
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"Dude! Dude! That is messed up! No matter how many times I see your magic,
you mess me up!"
- Sinbad

"Everyone should have the opportunity to see Eric perform his incredible magic!
Eric is the David Foster of Magic. He is the 'Magic Johnson' of Magicians.
Outstanding!"
- David Foster

"Eric Bedard is an invaluable addition to all of our Corporate Functions. Eric is to
be applauded for his outstanding magical performance, polished professional
presentation skills and his ability to communicate our message in a fun and
memorable way."
- Kim VanderMallie IKON Office Solution

For over 25 years Eric Bedard has been the 'go to' magician for a long list of
celebrities which include David Foster, Oprah, Sarah MacLachian, Steven Tyler,
CeeLol Green, Pamela Anderson, Sinbad, The Tenors, Olivia Newton John and
many, many others.
He often travels to gigs around the world on a private jet and has designed a
show that packs small in one carry on, and will play BIG.

This is the show he performed on cruise ships, for high-end corporate clients and
various television appearances.

For the very first time, Eric performs his show LIVE for an audience then heads to
the studio to EXPLAIN EVERYTHING. What you have here is 25 years of
experience in a FULL corporate show filmed in front of a live audience, PLUS
bonus material. In this portion, Eric is interviewed and shares his wealth of
knowledge on getting high-paid gigs, how to keep them, AND many secrets
including a sure fire way to get photos with celebrities.

There is something here for everybody, from the complete beginner to the
seasoned pro. Eric's Brain Power routine is something every professional will
want to add to their repertoire.

This is a FULL stand-up act that is designed to pack flat and PLAY BIG! Eric
holds nothing back and gives EVERYTHING away in this download.
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INCLUDED:

FULL live performance

PLUS Jason Verners sits down for one-on-one interview with Eric, where Eric
opens up about working for A-list celebrities for 25 years -- how he got the job,
how to dress for high paid gigs, etc. PLUS his Ultimate Match Pull gimmick.

Explanations in FULL detail of his entire Stand-Up ACT. 

Tables - These are the tables Eric carries with him and can carry his entire show.

Quick-fire opening with effects including Flash Ball, Burnt & Restored List, Mouth
Coil, and other effects.

Stand-up Coins Across - Eric's stage handling of a close-up routine.

BrainPower - his FULL comedy routine complete with gags. This is a full
15-minute routine.

Multiple Card Selection - This is the finale to Eric's act and something that really
does pack small and PLAY BIG! This is a fast moving routine that has a lot of
magic happening and has a kicker ending nobody will see coming!

Download the video and learn from the master, Eric Bedard!
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